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Abstract. Fruit peeling seems a simple performance, but it is the consist of many elements such as 

the peeler, the way we grasp and move the blade and cutting speed, etc. - all these factors play a 

role, and interact with each other. This paper describes the prototype of a chayote peeling machine. 

The machine has been designed with a simple and low-cost approach. To improve chayote peeling 

rate and ensure pulp quality, a proposed structure was designed, manufactured and tested in labor-

atory. The experimental results are examined to demonstrate the efficiency of the peeling machine. 

It proves that the proposed machine could be widely applied in the fruit peeling technology. 
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1 Introduction 

In Vietnam, the Chayote is a very popular fruit but was eaten like a vegetable. Chayote may be 

processed into different forms (boiled, fried) for consumption as food, thus cutting Chayote skins is 

something that the majority of Vietnamese have done, and for some, it is a daily occurrence at home, 

restaurant, and hotel (European Union, 2020; Greg et al., 2008; Wikk el al., 2003; Huong el al., 2013; 

Nguyen et al., 2018; Quan, 2009 ). Therefore, peeling is one of the most important unit operations in 

chayote processing. Typically, this is accomplished with a knife, followed by pressing on the Chayote 

with your hand to separate the peel from the pulp, as shown in Figure 1. This peeling method not only 

causes more meat loss, but also can cause injury when the knife hits the hand (Krstic, 2018; Henry, 

2012). Every year, about thousands of people end up in emergency rooms with injuries they receive by 

using kitchen knives (Health Encyclopedia). Thus, having an automated machine perform the aforemen-

tioned tasks is an absolute necessity in order to save both labor and time.  

 

A common trend is to use an automatic peeler machine instead of peeling by hand. The world's 

automatic fruit peeling machines have been researched and applied for a long period of time (Wang et 

al., 2019; Ahmadabadi et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2018; Li et al., 2018; Pagán et al., 2011; Rock et al., 

2011; Wang et al., 2018). There are many different kinds of peelers in the world. They all peel things, 

but their functions, output, and results can be very different. To our knowledge, however, these machines 

was rarely applied in chayote until now. Moreover, these types of machines are unfamiliar to many 

people in the Vietnamese market, where the majority of machines sold are simple manual cutting ma-

chines. Additionally, these machines have a number of disadvantages, including a reduction in produc-

tivity and quality, as well as a working space that is limited to the size of the fruit. The article proposes 

an automatic Chayote peeler model with the goal of reducing manual labor, increasing productivity, and 

ensuring food safety. The machine has a straightforward structure and is simple to operate, making it 

ideal for use in households.  
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Fig. 1. Cutting the Chayote by hand. 

Cutting fruit is only difficult, but it is also a time-consuming task. This work required dexterity, but 

it also takes time (Knife news. 2015; Stone et al., 2019). Additionally, it is a time-consuming task on 

average, it takes about 5-10 minutes to cut a Chayote, depending on the fruit cutter's skill and the knife's 

sharpness. Cutting too thickly can result in significant pulp loss, while cutting too thinly can be chal-

lenging and the knife can slip and injure the people. As a result, it is critical to cut Chayote in the most 

efficient manner possible to avoid core loss. Traditional Chayote cutting will be very slow and time 

consuming, and the Chayote pieces will be unappealing. As a result, an automatic Chayote cutter is 

required to increase cutting speed. Because Chayote is a fruit with complex mechanical properties and 

an irregular shape and size, the cutter set will be designed to cut fruit of any size with minimal loss. The 

article proposes an automatic Chayote peeler to eliminate the need for manual peeling. The model is 

simple in design, low in cost, and simple to operate, making it ideal for household use. 

 

2 Structure of Chayote peeling Machine Structure 

To maintain food safety and hygiene, the Chayote peeler will be designed with a fully automatic 

priority direction, with only the knife coming into contact with the Chayote during operation. Addition-

ally, given the variety of Chayote sizes, the machine's knife mechanism must be capable of adjusting 

itself to cut the most optimal slice. This means that a reasonable cutting regime will be used to ensure a 

clean cut of the Chayote grass and minimal pulp loss. To begin designing a Chayote peeler, the research 

begins with the extraction of data from the Chayote, such as its size, mechanical properties, and so on. 

 

The model of the chayote peeling machine is based on the operating principle of the lathe machine, 

with the chayote serving as the rotating workpiece, the knife moving in a reciprocating motion, and the 

chayote shell serving as the chip. The machine consists of three major components: the knife mecha-

nism, the locating shaft, and a push-pull mechanism that allows the cutter to contact the fruit profile 

properly, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig.2. Machine Model. 

3 Design of a chayote peeling machine 

The operation of the machine is very simple. A Motor transmits power to the rotating chayote through 

a shaft. The chayote fixing jig includes a base 2 to be fixed on a table, and three shafts provided on the 

base for fixing a chayote, as shown in Figure 3. Distance between a cutting tool and base depends on 

size of fruit. Normally, a chayote has dimensions as shown in Figure 4. Chayote was purchased from 

the supermarket (Hanoi, Vietnam), with a maximum width range of 40–72 mm and a height range of 

70–120 mm.  Therefore, Figure 5 shown that the slide which could push and pull the cutting tool has the 

same dimension, respectively. 

 

(a) 
(b) 

Fig.3. Rotating shaft with chayote fixing. (a) CAD model; (b) manufactured chayote peeling machine. 
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Fig. 4. Typical Vietnam chayote sizes. 

 

(a) 
(b) 

Fig.5. The slider and the push and pull mechanism. (a) CAD model, (b) Real production. 

The cutter is designed according to the same shape as the fruit grater on the market, there are a total 

of two cutters built on the machine. The blades are arranged so that the entire shape of the chayote can 

be cut, as shown in Figure 6. The materials of parts are readily available in the market. 

 

The paper presented the cutting parameter with chayote’s rotational speed as an average of 40 revo-

lution per minute. Equation between power and torque the following way:                           

 

 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =
𝟐𝝅𝒏𝑴𝒕

𝟔𝟎×𝟏𝟎𝟔         (1) 

 

In which  

Power: transmitted power (kW) 

Mt: Torque (N-mm) 

n: Speed of rotation (rpm). This was selected to be 500 rpm 

Newton’s laws of motion relate the torque and moment of inertia in rotational motion 

Mt = I𝛼 

where 

I: moment of inertia of the chayote 

𝛼:  angular acceleration of the chayote (rad/s2) 
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(a) 
(b) 

Fig.6. The cutting tool. (a) CAD model, (b) Cutting tools locating on the machine. 

To ensure the required torque, a DC gearmotor and a switching mode power supply (SMPS) are 

chosen as shown in Figure 7. Table 1 and Table 2 show the specification of the motor and the power 

supply, respectively. The Figure 8 presents the location of gear motor and electricity board in the ma-

chine. 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

Fig.7. Electric part. (a) DC gearmotor, (b) Switching mode power supply 

 

Table 1. DC gearmotor JGB37-3530 specification. 

 

Specification Value 

Operating voltage between 6 V and 15 V 

Free-run speed at 24 V 1600 RPM 

Stall current at 24 V 1.2 A 

Stall torque at 24 V 1 kg.cm 

Gear ratio 1: 6.25 

Reductor size 19 mm 

Weight 177 g 

 

Table 2. Switching mode power supply S-120-12 specification. 

 
Specification Value 

Output Power 101 - 200W 

Input Voltage 180-264VAC 

Output Voltage 12V 

Output Frequency 10-500hz 

Output Current 10A 

Size 199*98*38mm 
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(a) (b) 

Fig.8. Electric parts location. (a) DC gearmotor, (b) Electricity board 

 

3.1 Formatting of Mathematical Components 

In order to evaluate the torque, the screw needs to be selected. A commercial spindle and lead screw 

nut have been chosen to build the machine as shown in Figure 9. The lead screw enables adjusting the 

cutter’s height to accommodate the chayote's size. 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Fig.9. The spindle and lead screw nut. 

The equation for the torque required to raise a load with a lead screw (Shigley, 2011) as 

 Tr =
Fdm

2
(

l+πfdmsecα

πdm−flsecα
)                                                  (2) 

where l is the lead of the screw, secα =1/cosα with α is the lead angle and dm is the major diameter 

and f the friction coefficient screw and nut, was selected as 0.3. 

The first is to adjust the slider so that the tip of the steel rod connected to the blade carrying system 

will pull the paring blade into the fruit peel. Then turn on the power, the power on leads to timer which 

is responsible for supplying power to the whole machine system. After the timer closes, electricity will 

go to the motor carrying the fruit to make the motor rotate. After the timer runs out of the set time, it 

automatically switches to the open state, disconnecting the entire system, the fruit could be taken out. 
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3.2 Peeling performance and product quality evaluation 

To evaluate the peeling performance, there was many variety criteria, such as level of peeling hard-

ness, The surface area of fruit before and after peeling (peel removal), The weight ratio of fruit before 

and after peeling (peeling losses), the skin thickness after peeling, and cookable, have been examined 

by many researchers (Garcia et al., 2006; Li et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2020). The definition of indices is 

expressed in Table 3 as follow: 
Table 3. Peeling quality performance evaluation. 

Criteria Definition 

1. Peeling hardness level  Hardness of peel removal, from easy to hard 

2. Peel removal (%)  The surface area of fruit before and after peeling. 

3. Peeling flesh losses (%) The weight ratio of fruit before and after peeling 

4.Peeling skin thichness (mm) 
Removal of the skin is only possible in a few areas ; other areas require considerable 

effort. 

 

4 Result and Discussion 

The peeling easiness of this research is shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Six peeling easiness levels. 

 
Peeling level Definition 

1. Perfectly easy  
The skin can be removed extremely easy; can peel a 

large piece of skin 

2. Very easy  The skin can be eliminated without difficulty. 

3. Easy 

 

In most areas, it is possible to remove the skin; certain 

areas require minimal effort. 

4. Moderate 
 

Removal of the skin is only possible in a few areas; other 
areas require considerable effort. 

5. Hard 

 

In the majority of regions, peeling the skin is difficult; 

certain areas remain unpeeled. 

6. Very hard 

 

Only small skin can be peeled; removal of the skin in all 

areas was challenging. 

Figure 10 shows the completed prototype, which is proposed in this study 
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Fig. 10. Completed prototype of chayote peeling machine. 

 

Experimental cutting process is tested on many times with many types of chayote with different 

shapes and sizes to evaluate the performance of the machine. Experimental results showed that a mini-

mum cutting speed of 300 rpm is needed to break the peel and separate it from the pulp. 

The machine can cut most common types of chayote in Vietnam, as shown in Figure 11. In case the 

chayote is too big to cut the entire profile, this case can be solved by turning the fruit back and cutting 

again or can raise the cutting tool mechanism, as shown in Figure 12. The time for one cut is about 3 

seconds, which is a very fast speed compared to cutting by hand. 

 

 

 

(a)                                        
 

                   (b)                                   

 

   

(c) 

Fig. 11. Sequential from Experimental Test 1, (a) Starting, (b) Cutting, (c) Finishing 

 

Effective peeling of the machine was achieved for chayote at 150-400 rpm shaft speeds and time 

ranges considered. At the end of fabrication, a good peeling and cutting machine was made out of the 

materials and methods that were available. When compared to peeling by hand, the machine works 

better overall (level 4 instead of level 3). 

Production and maintenance expenses are relatively inexpensive. Consequently, the machine will be 

well received by industries due to its performance, affordability, and ease of use. The proposed machine 

helps labor costs and satisfies the requirements of households and industries. The machine is user-
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friendly, safe, and simple to maintenance. The technology is inexpensive and less expensive than exist-

ing peeling machines. It has low operational expenses. The comparison results of peeling a chayote by 

manual and by proposed machine is shown in Table 5. Consequently, the machine was a success. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Fig.12. Sequential from Experimental Test 2, (a) Starting, (b) Cutting, (c) Finishing 

 

This section is not mandatory but may be added if there are patents resulting from the work reported 

in this manuscript. 
Table 5. Comparison results of peeling manual and machine 

Peeling method Time peeling (min) Peeling easiness level 

Manual 6-8 3 

Peeling machine 1-2 4 

 

5 Conclusions 

This paper presented the prototype of a chayote peeling machine. In this research, a chayote peeling 

machine was developed and its performance evaluation was carried out. A new design structure was 

proposed. The machine is simple, and easy to use for everyone. The prototype has been tested to demon-

strate that the proposed machine is able to peel the common chayote. The machine model that can peel 

of chayote is very convenient and can completely replace hand peeling. 
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